This paper presents design viability studies and investigations of dual excitation switched-flux (DESF) motor as an applicant for l~action drives in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). First of all, the main structure, the fundamental principle of operation and the design notion of the recommended DESF motor are discussed. Then, under certain limitations, specifications and perfo~mances of conventional interior permanent magnet synchronous (IPMS) motor, the preliminary performances of the recommended DESF motor are evaluated based on two-dimensional Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Since the initial performances fail to attain the target torque and power, design optimization based on deterministic approach of several DEFS motor parameters is applied in an attempt to attain the target performances. After a few cycles of design optimization, the improved DEFS motor has achieved the target power and torque of 123 kW and 333 Nm, respectively. In addition, due to definite advantage of robust rotor structure of DESF motor, rotor mechanical stress prediction at highest speed of 12.400 rlmin is much lower than the mechanical stress in conventional IPMS motor. In conclusion, the final design DESF motor has the maximum torque of 11.97 Nm/kg and power density of 5.83 kW/kg, which is approximately 26% and 66% more than the torque and power density in existing IPMS motor.
Introduction
Fossil fuel in the vehicles is not used due to its destructive environmental effects. Battery, fuel cell (FC), super capacitors (SC) and Many alternative energy resources have been used for hybrid photovoltaic cell i.e. solar are studied for vehicle use. These sources vehicles to substitute the exhausted supply of petroleum worldwide.
of renewable energies can be well-designed for hybrid electric [ 81 
Conclusion
Design viability studies and performance investigation of 12s-10P DESF motor for traction drive in the target HEV is presented in this paper. The design modification is illustrated and explained. The final design DESF motor attained the target performances. Furthermore, in high-speed region, the rotor mechanical stress investigated is satisfactory for the operation of machine. In general, torque of DESF motor has better characteristics than IPMS nlotor a t high speed. Finally for LEXUS RX400h, the power density of the final design DESF motor is improved more than one third judged against existing lPMS motor.
The advantages of DESF motor at a glance are significantly lower operating costs when compared with IPMS motor. DESF motor has comparatively reduced weight than IPMS motor, thus less material usage will decrease the cost and enough free space will compact the size of HEV in f~~ture. With all the analytical investigations, the proposed DESF motor will definitely give the best result when tested with a prototype model as compared with the previous work did by many researchers. As a conclusion, the aim of this research to obtain maximum performances for HEV applications is effectively accomplished.
